The obtained results show that the practical internal stability is less restrictive and more relevant for practical applications than the conventional 2-D internal stability. It has also been noted that the realization of a practical BIBO stable system is practically internally stable if and only if it is practically stabilizable as well as practically detectable. For the 2-D case in particular, construction of practically internally stable realization is always possible from a practical BIBO stable transfer function.
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Since an initial state is not always on the sliding surface, it is obvious that p~f -l s , has a singularity at = 0 except at the origin ( E % = i, = 0). Therefore, the control signal generated by the controller (3.1)l is growing up to infinity as E % goes to intersect the = 0 axis. Clearly, it is not preferable. can be associated to an interval matrix as follows:
A class of Lyapunov functions frequently used in this context is the class of weighted vector norms: given positive diagonal as a common Lyapunov function-in this note we are merely using current terminology.
[ IID-lxI1, := lllasL {d;llm,l}, IlzIIp := llUZlll := E, dz1x21, I. INTRODUCTION I thank Dr. Park and Dr. Lee for their valuable comments in on our paper.' Indeed, to guarantee that the output tracking error E~ converges to zero on the terminal sliding mode in a finite time for all bounded initial values, (2.1 1) in Remark 2.1' should be modified as In addition, as remarked above, the controller proposed in our paper' cannot generate a bounded control signal at the point E~ = 0 and t # 0 before the error dynamics reach the terminal sliding mode.
To deal with this problem, the controller in (3.1)' can be modified as follows:
It is easy to see that using the above modified control law to replace the law in (3.1),' the control signal is bounded in error space.
Especially at the point E~ = 0 and E % # 0, with llSll # 0, the control U = 0 can take the error E % away from e, = 0, and then another part of the variable structure control law will drive the sliding variable vector S to the terminal sliding mode S = 0. The desired error dynamics can then be obtained on the terminal sliding mode according to (2.17) in our paper.'
Comments Regarding "On Stability of Interval Matrices"'
Amit Bhaya and Eugenius Kaszkurewicz
Abstract-We note that several of the results on Schur-stability of interval matrices' can be viewed as special cases of results obtained in a more general framework, and some of the latter were previously reported in the literature.
I. PRELIMINARIES
This section introduces some definitions that are not used in the above-mentioned paper' which we follow for notation.
Given a set A of k real 7~ x n matrices {A;}f=,, their convex hull, P, is the set defined in the standard way as the set of all convex combinations of the matrices Ai. 368-371.
COMMENTS
The comments below are organized by reference to the respective sections of the above-mentioned paper.'
A. On Section III'
Theorem 1' and Corollary 1.3' are generalized below and given a simple proof via a quadratic diagonal SLF. It is also pointed out that ii) iii) of Theorem 1' as well as its Corollaries l.ll and 1.2,'
were published earlier in the literature in a more general form.
We first restate Theorem 1 of Section 111' below. 
